
Ulam Quarterly | Volume 2, Number 2, 1993Open ProblemsElectronic Scottish Caf�eProblem #1Paul Erd}osGraph Theory( -Erd}os). Is it true that for every k there is a graph G, everyvertex of which has degree � k and which has no cycle of length 2r (i.e., nocycle of length 4; 8; 16; : : : )? We have no such graph for k = 3.Mihol and I conjectured long ago that if G has in�nite chromaticnumber, then for in�nitely many r, G has a cycle of length 2r.Problem #2Paul Erd}osLet X1; : : : ; Xn be n points in the plane. Denote by fk(n) the maxi-mum number of distinct lines which contain � k of our points. Determinefk(n) as exactly as you can. Trivially f2(n) = �n2�. f3(n) = �n2� � cn (TheEhrhard Problem, Geometriae Dedicata 1974, Bu Grunbaum Sloane).f3(n) goes back at least to Sylvester. As far as I know, the value oflim f4(n)jn2 = �4 is not known. Is it true that f4(n) is maximal for thelattice points? It might be of interest to determine f4(n) for small valuesof n. 58



Open Problems 59Problem #3Paul Erd}osLet a1 < a2 < � � � < an be any set of n integers. Is it true that thereis a sum free subset of n �13 + "� integers? I.e.,ai1 ; ai2 ; : : : ; aik; k > n3 + "n; aij1 + aij2 6= aij3 :I proved it with n3 .
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